Creative Services Systems Analyst Intern

Does Programming Trip Your Trigger? Are You Driven? Looking For Real-World Experience?


We work for an insurance company, but it’s like we’re an agency plopped right in the center of State Farm. Our in house creative & production shop is 180 people strong and fulfills thousands of project requests per year. We have quite the team of application developers and performance improvement technologists on our staff, each with varied backgrounds and experience in the field ranging from several years to multiple decades. Our staff would love to have you work alongside them so they can share their knowledge and teach you some of their skills! We touch some pretty cool project work in our shop and we have fun doing it! Are you interested in development as it relates to web, mobile, data visualization, and interactive gaming? Then you definitely want to check us out. You’ll get to work alongside some of the best in the industry!

Successful interns possess the following skills and competencies:

• Solid foundation of programming knowledge and skills. You’ve got to have the coursework under your belt before you can begin to apply it!
• Willingness to do anything, and do it well, from the most tedious production job to the most out-there concepting challenge. Every job we do is important to someone!
• Treat every job like it’s the most important: we don’t create fluff work for our interns; the jobs you’re assigned are real jobs, and the work you do for us represents our company and its brand.
• Ability to quickly learn new technologies/software programs. Our foundation includes, but isn’t limited to:
  o HTML, CSS, JavaScript, XML, SQL/Transact-SQL, ASP.NET
  o Flash, Excel, Access
  o Plus, our staff learns new software as project work dictates
• Strong concept of time. We have due dates and we have to hit them. Also, while we’re a creative shop, we do work for a Fortune 500 company which means we have lots of meetings and you need to get to those on time.
• GPA 3.0 or higher. Yep, you’ve gotta show us that you’re motivated to perform!

Show me the money, you say? We start our authoring interns at $18/hour; you’ll work a 38.75 hour week for 11 weeks. Plus, we may pay a relocation stipend to help you with some of your moving expenses. We coordinate your housing (you have to pay for it yourself though) and offer lots of fun social events to meet our other interns throughout the summer.

Intrigued? For more information, contact Eileen Koke (HR rep) at Eileen.kike.gewz@statefarm.com